
SWAB Neighbourhood Plan  -  Final Q & As 
 

 
Work on the Steyning Neighbourhood Plan is about to 
commence, following on from the work of the multi-parish 
SWAB NP.  It therefore seems timely to clarify a few points 
about the SWAB NP work and to address any concerns by 
residents following some mis-information distributed by 
others.  This will ensure that the new SNP team can focus on 
their future work.   
 
Q - Why did SWAB NP work stop in Nov 2016? 
 
A - HDC instructed all parishes in the District to cease work 
on NPs while they reviewed their own approach to supporting NPs, 
following the judicial review that overturned Henfield’s completed 
and adopted Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
 
Q -   Had HDC criticized the approach the SWAB Steering 
Group took with the NP work, the evidence gathered so far, or their 
site assessments or selection?   
 
A - No; in fact they commented favourably on the substantial 
evidence base already gathered.   They have subsequently in April 
2017 demanded that all future NPs in the District use comprehensive 
data sources, processes and site assessment criteria that they have 
now proscribed themselves. 
 
Q. A few residents complained that SWAB meetings were not 
themselves open to the public; should they have been?  
 
A. In holding meetings in confidential session, the team were 
following advice of good practice from their consultants AiRs, and 
both HDC and SDNPA NP representatives have recently confirmed 
that this approach is consistent with most NP projects they are 
familiar with. Under its Standing Orders the Parish Council may 
decide whether or not there should be public participation in 
committee meetings. The public are of course kept regularly 
informed of project progress and key decisions at parish 
council meetings and on the SWAB website, and the NP process 
defines the formal public consultation required and planned for 
by SWAB.   
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Q _ Will the SWAB NP project continue now? 
 
A - No; in view of the significant additional work HDC now 
require of NPs, to avoid expensive legal challenges, all SWAB parishes 
have reviewed their position.  Initially all four parishes were keen to 
continue, however they then all received a series of challenging 
emails and wide-ranging FoI requests from a small number of 
Steyning residents.  This overwhelmed the very limited resources of 
the partner parishes to the extent that they each decided reluctantly 
to leave the SWAB NP cluster.   
 
Q - Will Steyning now continue with its own NP? 
 
A - Yes, SPC has decided to continue with the NP project for 
Steyning as a single parish.  The Steering Group of residents & 
councillors is being recruited. A re-designation of the NP Area has 
been requested of HDC.   
 
Q - Will a Steyning NP start afresh, with a blank sheet of 
paper? 
 
A - No, definitely not.  A Steyning NP will build on the 
comprehensive work already undertaken by the SWAB teams, and 
start work from the existing documents, evidence and 
recommendations.  All changes, additions & deletions must follow 
due NP process. 
 
Q - Will new sites be considered for housing? 
 
A - The SWAB NP “Call for Sites” process has unusually been 
open for over two years in the quest for potentially suitable sites that 
would be acceptable to the majority of residents.  It will be for the 
new NP team to decide whether to continue to seek more sites. 
 
Q - Why did SWAB recommend housing sites within the 
SDNPA, particularly when most residents indicated in the Jan 2015 
survey they didn’t want new housing on greenfield sites? 
 
A - Simply because no suitable brownfield sites were offered 
to us, and many other sites proved to be unsuitable in planning terms 
due to existing town boundaries, flood zones, and the policies 
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contained in HDC Local Plan. The future sustainability of the SWAB 
area depends on a new supply of affordable homes for local people, 
and smaller open-market properties for starters or those downsizing.  
From the 32 sites offered, only two in Steyning, on the fringes of the 
SDNPA and bordering the Steyning built-up area, seemed to be viable 
options for housing development, both offering low-density housing 
and open green spaces with public access. 
 
Q - Will developers present plans for their sites to members 
of the public and take feedback? 
 
A - Yes, probably, though to date developers have only 
recently (2017) been appointed for just one site in Steyning.  
However, this was always been likely to occur later in the process.  
Detailed plans will still have to go through the standard HDC & 
SDNPA Planning Process and public consultation. 
 
Q - Why does Steyning need any more housing? 
 
A - Most residents indicated that they accept some new 
housing development is necessary for the healthy sustainability and 
future of the town..  Currently Steyning has an expensive and 
unbalanced housing stock.  There are very few affordable homes for 
local people, and many smaller homes have been extended to 3 or 4 
bedrooms, severely depleting the local stock of smaller homes.    
 
Q - Has public money been wasted by SWAB? 
 
A - No.  Most of the grant funding has come from the Locality 
Fund & HDC, primarily to pay for our NP consultants.  Future NPs for 
any of the four parishes within the SWAB cluster will use the 
evidence already gathered towards building their respective 
individual parish NPs.   These documents include:-  Visioning 
Statement, NP Public Survey responses, Youth Survey responses, 
Stage One report, NP Housing Target (multiple data sources), 
Housing sites assessments & recommendations, Local Green Space 
analysis & recommendations, & draft Pre-Submission report.   
 
 
Steve Northam, Nick Muggridge, & Deborah Hanson  -   
SPC representatives on former SWAB Steering Group 


